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Abstract

Visual cues play a key role in how users assess the privacy/security of a website, but often remain inaccessible to people with visual impairments (PVIs), disproportionately exposing them to privacy and security risks. We employed an iterative, user-centered design process with 25 PVIs to design and evaluate GuardLens, a browser extension that improves the accessibility of privacy/security cues and helps PVIs assess a website’s legitimacy (i.e., if it is a spoof/phish). We started with a formative study to understand what privacy/security cues PVIs find helpful, and then improved GuardLens based on the results. Next, we further refined Guardlens based on a pilot study, and lastly, conducted our main study to evaluate GuardLens’ efficacy. The results suggest that GuardLens, by extracting and listing pertinent privacy/security cues in one place for faster and easier access, helps PVIs quickly and accurately determine if websites are legitimate or spoofs. PVIs found cues such as domain age, search result ranking, and the presence/absence of HTTPS encryption especially helpful. We conclude with design implications for tools to support PVIs with safe web browsing.

1 Introduction

Visual cues play a key role in how users assess the privacy/security posture of a website [17] but are often inaccessible to people with visual impairments (PVIs) [32, 33]. In turn, PVIs are disproportionately susceptible to a broad range of security risks, such as phishing threats [12, 17] and challenges with web authentication [18, 27] intertwined with privacy risks, such as shoulder surfing [4] and accidentally sharing personal information [6, 7, 42]. Prior research [1, 41] suggests that it is often difficult for PVIs to assess a website’s credibility due to the poor accessibility of privacy/security cues, such as whether a website is HTTPS-enabled.

Our work explores ways to make website privacy/security cues more accessible to PVIs. We followed an iterative, user-centered design approach in designing and evaluating a browser extension, GuardLens, that collects and presents key privacy/security cues for a website, so users do not need to perform these checks manually. Based in part on prior work [1, 10, 32] as well as a formative study and pilot study that explored how PVIs assess the privacy/security posture of a website, GuardLens highlights key privacy/security cues. For instance, some security cues from GuardLens, like domain age registration and search result ranking, are relevant to phishing detection, while cues like HTTPS encryption and website owner are valuable general security cues. Guardlens also provides privacy cues, such as whether website images contain Not Safe For Work (NSFW) content to mitigate shoulder surfing and maintain social norms. Together, the privacy/security cues from GuardLens highlight many privacy and security-related threats to the PVIs online.

We aim to answer two main research questions:

- RQ1: How does GuardLens make privacy/security cues of a website more accessible to PVIs?
- RQ2: How does GuardLens help PVIs assess whether a website is legitimate or a spoof?

We conducted our research iteratively in three stages with 25 PVIs: a formative study (n=5), pilot study (n=3), and main study (n=19). The main study is an experiment (lab-based interview study) that builds on the field study and the pilots to directly answers the research questions. In the main study, participants evaluated the accessibility of privacy/security cues and website legitimacy with and without GuardLens.

Results. Our work has yielded novel and significant results. First, in one easily accessible location, GuardLens presents important privacy/security cues about a website: e.g., whether it is HTTPS-enabled, its domain age, search result ranking. Without GuardLens, PVIs often miss these cues due to inaccessibility or inconvenience.

Second, GuardLens helps PVIs to determine the legitimacy of websites (spoof or not). Participants found privacy/security cues from GuardLens helpful in correctly determining that spoofs were spoofs and that legitimate, popular sites were...
not spoofs. However, it also increased their concerns with unpopular sites that were not spoofed. We reflect on the ways future designs can improve the interpretability of these cues.

**Third,** we observed novel strategies participants used to assess a website’s legitimacy without GuardLens. Strategies included externally verifying that a website’s URL is highly ranked in a Google search of its title, checking for links related to copyright information and privacy policy in the footer, and reading URLs character-by-character with a screen-reader.

**Contributions.** This work makes three main contributions: we (1) designed a new tool, GuardLens, to make the privacy/security cues of a website more accessible to PVIs; (2) identified privacy/security cues that participants found useful to determine website’s legitimacy while using GuardLens and observed novel strategies used by our PVI participants to assess website legitimacy while web browsing; and, (3) offer recommendations to further improve the accessibility of privacy/security cues for PVIs.

## 2 Related Work

Prior literature has studied the privacy and security concerns of PVIs extensively [2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 18, 25]. Researchers have highlighted various privacy concerns for PVIs, such as shoulder surfing [4] and accidentally sharing personal information [6, 7, 42] while browsing websites online. The privacy risks often intertwine with various security risks to PVIs, such as email and website phishing threats [12, 50], challenges with web authentication [18, 27], and the inaccessibility of security cues [10, 32]. For instance, Barbosa et al. [10] highlights that although many websites offer visual cues to facilitate access to features, e.g., log-in, such visual shortcuts are not accessible to PVIs. Similarly, Napoli et al. [32, 33] found usability and accessibility issues with online resources, e.g., insufficient web browser security indicators and poor accessibility of password managers. It results in poor access to privacy and security-related information online for PVIs, making them vulnerable to various privacy and security risks, such as unauthorized access to personal information and phishing threats.

### 2.1 Phishing Threats to PVIs

Phishing is a common problem. The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) [8] detected 266,387 phishing websites in 2019, the highest number since 2016. A large body of work has explored phishing websites [15, 23, 28, 30, 34, 37, 38, 45, 47, 51, 52]. Xiang et al. [49] identified two major criteria of a phishing site: a) visual similarity to a legitimate site and b) at least one login form for users to input their credentials. Dhamija et al. [17] found that some phishing sites fooled 90% of participants, and existing anti-phishing browsing cues were ineffective. For instance, studies [19, 39] highlight that phishing websites are increasingly using HTTPS. Consequently, checking whether a website is HTTPS protected is no longer effective against phishing. A study on spear phishing emails found that older adults were more vulnerable to phishing attacks than younger adults [36].

Few studies have explored phishing threats specific to PVIs. Blythe et al. [12] investigated the response of blind users to phishing emails and found they used robust strategies for identifying phishing based on a careful reading of emails. However, Abdolrahmani et al. [1] found that it is more challenging for PVIs to assess the credibility of phishing sites because of the inaccessibility of security indicators. Sonowal et al. [41] found similar accessibility issues while evaluating browser extensions designed to protect PVIs against phishing websites.

### 2.2 Website Privacy/Security Cues

Researchers have examined the effectiveness of privacy/security cues and often found them lacking [17, 29, 43]. Dhamija et al. [17] found that 23% of the participants did not look at browser-based cues such as the address bar, status bar, and security indicators, leading to incorrectly assuming phishing websites safe 40% of the time. Other studies have focused on accessibility issues of privacy/security cues for PVIs. Sonowal et al. [41] found a range of accessibility issues for PVIs, such as color-based privacy/security indications, missing instructions, and lack of shortcut keys. Napoli et al. [32] found that passive browser chrome indicators did not help PVIs browse websites securely because they can only see a small portion of a website when using a screen magnifier. The small field of view is more likely to focus on page content than other areas of the browser. Instead, to comprehend the page as a whole, they skimmed pages while completing tasks and skipped over large portions of content to find relevant information from a website. It is insufficient to provide alternative text to describe security cues like lock icons and SSL certificates because users may not actively seek out this information. As a result, the security information can potentially go unnoticed by users.

### 2.3 How PVIs Assess Site Credibility?

Researchers [24, 31, 32] have observed that blind and sighted users absorb information differently. Sighted users comprehend information from whole to part. They see the whole picture simultaneously and understand the different visual encodings in relation to each other (e.g., identifying a website as a shopping site upon visiting). In contrast, PVIs put together each piece of information to make sense of the picture as a whole (e.g., scrolling through the webpage to explore what the website is about). They often rely on text and use fast tab/scroll down the webpage as an exploration tactic to find relevant information. In this process, screen-reader users skip over large portions of the content to alleviate heavy cognitive loads associated with browsing websites audibly. However, studies suggest [1, 32] that this habit could increase the like-
lihood of missing vital privacy/security-related information, making it challenging for PVIs to assess webpage credibility [1].

Overall, prior work [10, 25, 41, 46] suggests PVIs are often exposed to privacy and security risks online, including phishing, due to poor accessibility of websites and insufficient privacy/security indicators. These insights informed GuardLens’ design.

3 GuardLens System Design

We developed GuardLens with two design goals: (1) to provide quick access to privacy/security information, such as a website’s domain name, and whether it is HTTPS enabled; and (2) to equip users with information needed to protect them against privacy/security risks such as phishing attacks. These goals correspond to helping PVIs overcome the awareness and ability barriers that can hinder users’ acceptance of expert-recommended best practices for security and privacy [16]. Details of the design considerations are in the appendix 8.

3.1 System Overview

GuardLens JS was developed in ES6, compiled with BabelJS, and is executable and tested on Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge, and IE10+. We incorporated remote backend development used by the browser extension in response to any requests, local storage to handle data requested from API services, general helpers and algorithms to run required design features, and messages/prompts for users to make informed decisions. Requests to the backend were made over HTTPS, and the endpoints required no user data. For example, the endpoint to return TLS certificate information only requires a URL request parameter. The backend was hosted securely in our university servers with restricted access to our research team.

(see Figure 2 in the Appendix). The workflow contains client requests sent to different services and a synchronous process of the data in server endpoint to present the results in the UI. We have open-sourced GuardLens 1. GuardLens is an unlisted browser extension; only recruited participants received a download link.

The GuardLens web browser extension interacts with backend API endpoints, and the app engine creates queries from user requests (see Figure 2 in the Appendix). The app engine backend receives requests from a script embedded into the browser extension. These requests are sent automatically from the browser extension to the system’s backend, where the system has endpoints to each of the cues supported by the browser extension. TensorFlow JS 2, Universal Sentence Encoder [14], and NSFW JS 3 are some of the notable helpers/algorithms used in the backend to build the privacy/security information features.

GuardLens also uses local storage to save users’ preferences if they choose to opt out of (1) seeing a GuardLens pop-up for a particular website, or (2) seeing a particular type of information block for all sites in the future.

3.2 Interface Details

Guided by our design goals, we implemented GuardLens as a technology probe [26] that gives users easy access to privacy/security-related cues about a website upon request. GuardLens is a browser extension that consists of a collection of cues meant to surface pertinent privacy and security information about the website that one is currently browsing.

After installing GuardLens, participants read and reviewed the privacy policy for our study, and how data will be used for this research. Participants then chose whether they would consent to start using Guardlens or wish to uninstall it (see details in Figure 1 in Appendix). After users consented on this disclosure interface, they were prompted with a user input field to provide a participant ID. We used “Screen A” for the consent interface and the prompt message.

Once a participant entered their ID and clicked “OK”, the GuardLens main interface (“Screen B” in Figure 1 in Appendix) appeared, displaying the privacy/security information of the website presently in focus in the form of information blocks (see “Screen B” in Figure 1 in Appendix). Each information block consists of an expandable drop-down with a “Tool Tip” and Actionable Suggestions. Below we discuss each information block in the order presented in the GuardLens interface. We chose and ordered these seven S&P cues based on prior work [20, 32, 40] and findings from both our formative and pilot studies.

HTTPS Encryption: This information block highlights whether or not a site uses HTTPS. Prior work [32] suggests that the HTTPS lock icon and/or SSL certificates are often inaccessible to PVIs. To improve the accessibility of security information, the backend system of GuardLens parses TLS certification when a user visits the site. Users can find two additional messages by clicking the expandable drop-down: a) tool tip: “Based on the actual information from the website’s security certificate”, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: You may choose not to send your information to this website such as payment or personal information” if the site lacks HTTPS encryption.

Website Owner Identity: This information block identifies the entity that owns the website. We included this cue for reasons similar to adding the HTTPS information. Additionally, browsers share this information when displaying certificate information, and participants in the formative study found it useful. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, users can find two additional messages: a) tooltip: “Based on this website’s security certificate”, and b) actionable suggestion:

---

1GuardLens source code: https://github.com/guardlens22/GuardLens
2https://www.tensorflow.org/js
3https://nsfwjs.com/
“What you can do: You may be more cautious about sending your information to this website not knowing who owns it.”. The backend app engine parses the site’s TLS certification to extract this information.

**Domain Name:** This information block states the domain name of the website word for word. We included this cue because some phishing URLs try to confuse users about the domain name, e.g., bestbuy.greatshops.com. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, users can find two additional messages: a) tool tip: “Based on the destination address”, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: You may leave this website if it is not the intended website you wanted to access”. The backend app engine parses the site’s URL to extract this information.

**Search Result Ranking:** This information block presents a website’s rank in Google search results. In the formative study and the pilots, participants evaluated the legitimacy of a site by manually checking if the site’s domain appears in the top 5 of a Google search of its title, suggesting a need for the cue. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, user find two additional messages: a) tool tip: “Based on website title, search results are from Google search”, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: If the website does not appear in the top 5 search result it is more likely to be a phish. If you are uncertain, do not enter any personal information.” The backend app engine submits a search with the website title as the query term via Google search APIs and determines whether the site is in the top 5 of the returned results. To the best of our knowledge this cue works with most top websites.

**Domain Registration and Age:** This information block shows “The website domain was registered 27 years ago.” (see Screen B (Figure 1). We included this cue based on participants’ suggestions from the formative study and the pilots. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, users can find two additional messages: a) tool tip: “Based on website domain registration”, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: Research suggests that younger websites are more likely to be phish. In particular, most phishing sites are less than 2 years old.” We added this actionable suggestion for domain age based on prior phishing studies [22,34,35,44]. The backend app engine parses the site’s domain registration from the Prompt API 4 (Whois Lookup API that provides registration details) to extract this information.

**External Links:** This information block indicates how many external links point out of the website. We included this cue for two reasons. First, phishing sites often reuse the HTML code of the legitimate site they are attempting to spoof, change the part that launches the phishing attacks (e.g., login) and leave the rest intact, which means they often have many links pointing to the original site. Second, deceptive sites with click bait often have many external links [48]. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, user can find two additional messages: a) tool tip: “Based on the destination address of all links”, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: If this number is high, you may want to pay close attention to links before clicking them. You also leave the website if you think it is deceptive or masquerading as a real website, such as a fake website with links that point to the real website.” The backend app engine parses the site’s HTML code to identify and count the external links to derive this information.

**Image Description:** This information block shares whether images on the screen show Not Safe For Work (NSFW) content. We included this cue because the unexpected inclusion of NSFW content can be a signal to help PVs assess if they are browsing the website they intended to. Moreover, particularly in cases where the PVI may be near bystanders, they can use this information to assess whether or not they should leave the website up in keeping with the social norms of their situation. Clicking into the expandable drop-down, the user can find two additional messages: a) tool tip: “Based on an automated standard detection of indecent or inappropriate images on the screen, which suggest images show content that may not be safe for work.” as a tool tip, and b) actionable suggestion: “What you can do: You may want to leave this page if you are not comfortable with potential bystanders seeing your screen.” The backend uses existing trained machine learning models for detecting objects in images and image safety features (e.g., NSFW JS).

4 Methodology

We followed an iterative user-centered design process with a series of three studies: initial formative study, pilot of the main study, and the main study. This research is IRB approved. Our interdisciplinary team has expertise in privacy/security, human-computer interaction, and accessibility. One team member self-identifies as a person who is blind.

4.1 Main Study

We conducted lab-based interview experiment to explore the two main research questions stated in Section 1. These research questions were informed by the results from the formative study and the subsequent pilots. In the formative study, which included five participants, we deployed GuardLens as a technology probe [26] to field-test usefulness of privacy/security cues users while browsing websites. We then improved GuardLens design based on the results to better support PVIs needs. Next, we piloted the new design with three participants and made further improvements. Finally, our main study included 19 participants. Details of the formative study and the pilot study are included in the appendix 8.

4.1.1 Study Design

Due to the pandemic, we conducted the study remotely using Zoom. The one-hour session began with the study tasks
embedded within the interview questionnaire, followed by an exit interview. Participants received a $30 USD gift certificate upon completion of the session. The study tasks followed a within-subject design, where all participants browsed six websites. These websites were selected from three categories: popular, unpopular, and spoof across seven domains: finance, e-commerce, accessibility, news/media, education, healthcare, and productivity. Popular sites were chosen from sites in the top 1,000 Alexa ranking. Unpopular sites were chosen from sites ranked 5,001+ in the Alexa ranking. The popular and unpopular sites are not spoofs. For spoof sites, we developed spoofs of two popular sites for our target user population: amazon.com (Amazon) and nfb.org (National Federation of the Blind). We created these spoofs to be visually similar to their legitimate counterparts, similar to prior studies [33, 49]. The domain names of the spoof sites sounded identical to the original sites when read out aloud by a screen reader but were spelled differently: i.e. amaZaunn.com vs. amazon.com. Also, these spoof sites were safe to browse. Feedback from the formative study suggested GuardLens’ usefulness depends on the popularity of and familiarity with the site. We thus explored these factors in the main study by having participants visit six websites that varied in familiarity and popularity, simulating real-world browsing. It helped us to test GuardLens’ effectiveness at assessing site security, privacy features, and legitimacy across popular (often familiar), unpopular (often unfamiliar), and spoof (of popular) sites. Table 4 (Appendix) lists all the websites used in the main study.

For the study tasks, we emailed participants links to the websites we chose. We followed a scenario-based approach, commonly used in the prior work on phishing [17]. Our scenario stated, ‘Imagine that you receive an email message that asks you to click on one of the following six website links. Imagine that you decide to click on the link to see if it is a legitimate website or a “spoof” (a fraudulent copy of that website). Please browse three websites using the GuardLens tool and the other three without the tool.’ We randomly selected two popular and two unpopular websites from a pool of four popular and four unpopular sites (see Appendix Table 4).

The same two spoof sites were presented to all participants. Each participant browsed three sites (one popular, one unpopular, and one spoof) with GuardLens and another three sites without GuardLens without knowing the conditions (popular, unpopular, spoof sites). Note that, we counterbalanced the order of presentation of websites using GuardLens and without it. Some participants were first presented with GuardLens, followed by browsing websites without it and vice versa.

After browsing each website, participants were asked five 5-point Likert scale questions and three open-ended questions. The Likert scale questions asked participants to rate legitimacy, familiarity, accessibility, ease of assessing privacy and security of the website, and whether they would recommend the site to their friends. They were also asked to provide reasoning for each rating. We also asked participants an open-ended question about the strategy they used to detect the privacy/security features of the website. If a participant read the URL of the website character by character, we asked open-ended questions about what prompted them, and how often they do so in daily life.

After participants completed browsing the six sites and answering the questions, which took about 45 minutes, we ended the study with a 15-minute exit interview. In the exit interview, we asked participants open-ended questions about their experiences of browsing the sites with and without GuardLens. Figure 5 (Appendix) illustrates the main study design.

4.2 Participants.

We recruited participants through the National Federation of Blind (NFB) mailing list and Reddit (r/Blind). Prospective participants took a screening survey with basic information on age group, occupation, self-reported visual abilities, and their regularly used email services, browsers, and screen readers. Eligible participants must (1) self-identify with visual impairments and (2) regularly use screen readers and the Chrome browser. The goal was to ensure that participants were familiar with the technical environment we provided. Then we identified 19 eligible participants (nine female, 10 male) to participate in our interview session (see appendix Table 3). 15 participants self-described as individuals who are blind and the other four self-described as individuals with low vision. All 19 participants used screen readers. Only P17 did the formative study and no participants did the pilot study.

We provided participants an online consent form within the screening survey, informing about our study procedure and data protection policy. We informed participants that this study was designed to improve the accessibility of privacy/security of browsing websites online.

4.3 Ethics

Our study was approved by our IRB. Prior to each of the three studies, participants signed a consent form, including an agreement to audio/video record. At the start of each session, we re-confirmed their consent and communicated our pseudonymization procedure. We also reminded them their participation was entirely voluntary.

4.4 Data Collection and Analysis

Upon receiving participant consent, we asked them to share their screen and began recording. We also took notes during the study. Our analysis was driven by our main research questions. To answer our questions on the ease of accessing
privacy/security cues on a website, assessing a website’s legitimacy, and security strategies participants employed, we first qualitatively analyzed participants’ responses using thematic analysis [13]. Two co-authors (coders) manually and independently generated initial codes that capture meanings of the same subset of our interview data at a fine-grained level (usually at the sentence level). Then, the two coders discussed, and converged their codes into a code book of 50 unique codes ranging from easy access to GuardLens, trusted website footer links, and familiarity with site. We calculated the inter-coder reliability is 0.88 (Cohen’s Kappa), which is considered good [21]. Next, the two coders used the agreed-upon code book to code the rest of the responses. We followed an open coding method to explore how participants used GuardLens and why they found it helpful or not. We added new codes to the code-book when existing codes could not capture the data, until the code saturation was achieved. We then grouped all codes into higher-level themes, such as tool support, legitimacy assessment, and website content familiarity.

We next employed quantitative methods to assess if use of GuardLens resulted in statistically significant differences in: (1) participants’ perceptions about the accessibility of privacy/security cues on a website; and, (2) participants’ ability to differentiate between legitimate and spoofed websites. We also explored how independent factors — such as the accessibility of a website and participants’ familiarity with the website — impacted users’ ratings for assessing a website’s privacy/security and legitimacy. To do so, we employed a mixed-effects regression analysis (R lme4 [11] package): we included participants’ familiarity and perceived accessibility of a website as covariates, participants’ use (or not) of GuardLens as the independent variable, and included a random-intercepts term for participant IDs since each participant browsed and rated multiple sites.

## Results

We first examine participants’ perceived ease of accessing privacy/security cues with or without using GuardLens for three types of websites: spoof, popular (legitimate), and unpopular (legitimate) (RQ1). Next, we evaluate whether participants correctly determine the website’s legitimacy (i.e., spoof or not) with or without using GuardLens for each type of website (RQ2). We hypothesized that GuardLens should make privacy/security cues more accessible and help PVIs more easily assess website legitimacy.

### 5.1 Ease of Accessing Privacy/Security Cues

We asked participants to rate and provide reasoning for the ease of accessing the privacy/security cues of a website on a 5-point Likert scale (the “ease rating”). Ratings 4 and above mean participants found it easy to access the privacy/security cues; ratings 2 and below indicate that participants found it difficult, and a rating of 3 indicates neutrality. Figure 3 in appendix 8 shows the ratings for different types of websites with or without GuardLens. Table 1 in appendix 8 summarizes the most accessible privacy/security cues participants used with or without GuardLens.

#### 5.1.1 Spoof Sites

We hypothesized that PVIs would access privacy/security cues on spoof websites more easily with GuardLens than without. Our results confirm the hypothesis.

Each participant visited a spoof of two sites, Amazon and the National Federation for Blind (NFB), which are well-known to our target user populations. If participants were asked to browse the spoof NFB site (enefbee.org) using GuardLens, then they would browse the spoof Amazon (amazunnn.com) without using GuardLens and vice versa.

We used linear mixed-effect regression analysis to determine how GuardLens impacts participants’ perceived ease of accessing privacy/security cues. The ease rating was the dependent variable, while using GuardLens or not was the independent variable. The familiarity rating and the accessibility rating of the site from the specific participant were covariates. We also included a random intercept term for each participant ID to account for repeated observations. The R lme4 model is:

$$ ease = tool + familiarity + accessibility + (1|pid) $$

Finally, we estimated the statistical significance (p-values) of the fixed effects with the R car::anova function (type III Wald Chi Square test). The evidence suggests that GuardLens made privacy/security assessments easier for PVIs as they browsed spoof websites. Participants gave significantly higher ease ratings when browsing spoof sites with GuardLens than without (estimate coefficient = 0.9152, p<0.05*). Below, we present qualitative results providing additional context for why, and distill our findings into a key takeaway.

**Without GuardLens**, about 47% of participants gave a rating of 4 or above, while 53% gave a rating of 3 or below for ease of accessing privacy/security cues on spoof sites. It suggested that participants found it difficult to assess the privacy/security of spoof sites without GuardLens’ cues.

Six participants (33%) checked the website’s URL character by character using a screen reader, which helped them determine the site was a spoof. While three out of these six participants habitually checked for URLs character by character, the other three were primed by the URL’s odd pronunciation.

Some participants checked a combination of specific privacy/security cues. For instance, those (16%) who searched the site for layout and footer information (e.g., contact us, privacy links, and copyright information) also checked for
HTTPS. For instance, P11 gave an ease rating of 4 for the spoof NFB site because, “It's a familiar website. I recognize the link, and there is https on the top.” Note that participants gave an ease and legitimacy ratings independently; in this case, though the NFB site was spoofed, the participant still believed it was easy to access privacy/security cues without GuardLens, and ultimately made an incorrect determination.

With GuardLens, the majority (74%) of participants rated ease of accessing the privacy/security cues on spoof websites 4 and above. Participants stated GuardLens cues about a website’s domain age and (lack of) appearance in the top five Google results raised suspicion, prompting them to manually check the URL character-by-character with their screen reader. For example, P8 rated ease of accessing privacy/security cues a 5 when visiting the spoof NFB site (eneffbee.org) based on the cues from GuardLens because, “It was easy. It (website) was registered 10 months ago, 527 links go to other websites, and I spelled the URL—that’s not them.”

Unlike P8, P13 ignored the GuardLens cues on the spoof amazon.com site. She checked all the cues, then stated “I can’t understand why GuardLens stated domain age as 11 months.”, as this information contradicted her expectation about Amazon’s age. P13 assumed that Amazon’s security certificate was renewed 11 months ago, then ignored Guardlens' domain age warning and assessed the site as credible based on the website footer links. This finding suggests that when GuardLens cues contrast with user expectations, some users may doubt the cue itself. We articulate relevant design implications for GuardLens in the discussion.

**Observation 1:** For spoof sites, GuardLens cues prompted many PVIs to check the URL character by character, making it significantly easier for them to assess the privacy/security of these websites.

### 5.1.2 Popular Sites

We hypothesized that people with visual impairments would rate ease of accessing the privacy/security cues on popular websites to be higher when using GuardLens than when not. Our results support this hypothesis. When using GuardLens, participants rated the ease of accessing privacy/security cues on popular websites significantly higher (estimate coefficient = 1.208, \( p < 0.0005^{**})\). We highlight participants’ reasoning for preferring GuardLens and provide a conclusion in observation 2.

**Without GuardLens**, approximately 47% of participants rated ease of accessing privacy/security cues of a popular website 4 and above. They often relied on checking the HTTPS encryption in the URL and the website footer information, such as the presence of copyright and privacy links. Those who gave ratings of 3 and below (53%) were unsure how to check a website’s privacy/security cues.

**With GuardLens**, approximately 95% of participants rated ease of accessing privacy/security cues 4 and above for popular sites. Most relied on GuardLens because the tool consolidated website’s security-related information in one place. For instance, P19 said “Everything I needed to know about the website was in one place. I didn’t have to look at all other places. It was a lot easier.” Participants further reported they found GuardLens’ security information accurate and trustworthy. P7 said they browsed the website footer and found the “Copyright info matched with GuardLens domain age.” Some of the security cues from GuardLens that participants found particularly helpful were domain age and HTTPS encryption information.

**Observation 2:** For popular (legitimate) sites, GuardLens significantly eases PVIs’ access to a site’s privacy/security cues by consolidating them in one place.

### 5.1.3 Unpopular Sites

We hypothesized that people with visual impairments would rate ease of accessing the privacy/security cues on unpopular websites to be higher when using GuardLens than when not. We did not observe strong evidence to support this hypothesis. While the descriptive statistics show that people gave higher ratings using GuardLens, using GuardLens was not a significant factor in the mixed-effect regression model (\( p > 0.05 \)). We further explore why by evaluating participants’ reasoning and provide a conclusion in observation 3.

**Without GuardLens**, 36% of our participants gave ratings of 4 and above for ease of accessing the privacy/security cues of a website. Participants in this rating group often checked for three cues: HTTPS encryption in the URL; the presence of a privacy policy link in the website footer; and the general readability, accessibility, and layout of the website. For example, while browsing a productivity site (openoffice.org), P18 reasoned that it was easy for him to assess the privacy/security of the site because “(The site was) built like other ones, and there’s privacy policy link.” He was not familiar with the site so he browsed it thoroughly and found it accessible, similar to the other websites he often visits.

Some participants provided unique reasoning for their rating. While browsing a money-transferring site (zapsend.com), P4 reasoned that the website appeared in the top 5 Google search results, so it was easy to assess its privacy/security. Although he navigated through the website, he did not rely on the features within the site to assess its privacy/security. Rather, he verified whether it was a spoof or not by googling it and then matching the URL of the search result with the website we gave him to browse. Another participant (P11) visiting a shopping site (zolucky.com) accessed the website’s SSL certificates by clicking on the lock icon near the address bar to check its domain registration date. Since he found that the website was registered and the security certificate was valid, he gave the rating 5 for ease of accessing privacy/security of
the site. Interestingly, P16 assessed the privacy/security of the same shopping site based on customer reviews for its products. “It didn’t take me a lot of time to realize there were no customer reviews. The cursor kept moving around.” She also found that the website had poor accessibility features, and the website footer did not include a privacy policy link. She concluded “Even if it has https, I wouldn’t trust it.” While we focused on assessing how well GuardLens helps participants identify phish, participants also assessed other types of threats. For example, here the site was not a spoof, but still seemed untrustworthy to this participant.

21% participants gave a rating of 3, and 47% participants gave a rating of 2 and below because they were unfamiliar with the website and uncertain of their assessment. For instance, P5 rated an unpopular audiobook site 3 “because I am not familiar with the website. I am not very knowledgeable on website security and domain.” Similarly, P14 and P15 were uncertain because they were unaware of what type of data the sites collected from them. However, while browsing an online learning site from another country, P15 felt skeptical, “I’m not certain of my assessment, it was much more difficult. I have my own biases because it’s in Nigeria. I would be hesitant to buy something from a website in another country.” In the case of a financial money transfer website, P12 mentioned that “I think with all these websites, it’s very hard just by looking at it without entering personal information.” Participants also googled the websites; and checked for layout, content, and accessibility. P9 said, “the score goes down because I couldn’t find a Google result with website link. But the actual website looked legitimate.”

With GuardLens, more participants (42%) gave a rating of 4 and above for ease of accessing privacy/security cues of unpopular sites. It suggests that although we observed mixed results about the effectiveness of GuardLens on unpopular sites, the tool improves accessibility. Participants relied on GuardLens to access privacy/security cues about the website. However, even with GuardLens, they found it tougher to assess the privacy and security of unfamiliar websites. Those who gave ratings 3 (26%) or 2 and below (32%) found the information from GuardLens confusing, especially for unpopular sites hosting illegal content such as audiobook torrents. For example, while browsing an audiobook site (http://audiobookbay.ws/), P2 said “It was difficult because the info in GuardLens was contradictory. It was in the top 5 search results and had low external links but it also had warnings. It was not clear to me. They might be illegally sharing audiobooks but not really trying to get my information.” According to P2, although GuardLens suggested two positive features for the site, it also gave warnings such as the site lacks HTTPS encryption, and the site has a younger domain, suggesting that it may not be safe. In such cases, even though GuardLens provided access to privacy/security information, it was insufficient. An important note: by “legitimate” websites, we mean sites that are not spoofs — not that the website is “secure” and harm-free. The audiobooks website in this example hosts torrents for audiobooks which is illegal in the US. However, the website is still safe to browse unless the user downloads anything from it. In that case, maybe they could download some potentially malicious files.

**Observation 3:** GuardLens privacy/security cues for unpopular (legitimate) sites are less helpful. Lack of familiarity with a site, and sometimes mixed (positive and negative) cues, seem to complicate user assessments.

### 5.2 RQ2: Assessing Website Legitimacy

We asked participants to rate the legitimacy of the websites on a 5-point Likert scale, where a high rating (> 3) means that the user thinks the website is not a spoof or a phish. We also asked about their reasoning for the rating, and the security strategies used to assess legitimacy across the three website types (spoof, popular, and unpopular). We used the same spoof websites described in Section 5.1.1 for assessing site legitimacy. Figure 4 in appendix 8 shows ratings for different types of websites with and without GuardLens. Table 2 in appendix 8 summarizes the most popular strategies participants used to assess website legitimacy with and without GuardLens.

#### 5.2.1 Spoof Sites

We hypothesized that PVIs would rate the legitimacy of spoof websites lower with GuardLens than without. Our results confirms this hypothesis. We performed a linear mixed-effect regression to determine GuardLens’ impact on the perceived legitimacy of a site. The R model is:

\[
\text{legitimacy} = \text{tool} + \text{familiarity} + \text{accessibility} + (1|\text{pid})
\]

We estimated the p-values of the fixed effects using the car::anova function (type III Wald chi-square test). We found statistically significant evidence suggesting that GuardLens impacted participants’ legitimacy ratings for spoof websites (estimate coefficient = -0.8279, \(p < 0.05\)). Participants gave a lower legitimacy rating for spoof sites when they had access to GuardLens than when they did not. We present their reasoning for the rating and provide a conclusion in observation 4.

**Without GuardLens**, participants tended to ignore the cues of spoof websites and assessed legitimacy based on their familiarity with the website. Only 45% of participants identified the spoof websites. Among these participants, 39% gave a rating of 2 and below and 6% gave rating of 3. The remaining 55% of participants failed to identify the spoof sites and gave legitimacy ratings of 4 and above.

Participants who successfully identified a spoof site without GuardLens often relied on manually reading the URL character by character using a screen reader. Participants also often checked whether the website was HTTPS-enabled. For example, P7 assessed the spoof website they encountered
Without GuardLens as illegitimate: “I don’t think this is legitimate. The URL is very suspicious. But the homepage sounds like its clone.” But for the 55% of participants who failed to identify the spoof websites without GuardLens, they all mentioned familiarity with the site as the main reason for their high legitimacy ratings. P3 assessed the spoof NFB site as being legitimate with certainty, “I am extremely sure the website is legitimate. I have been on the website (before).”

With GuardLens, participants used cues which are otherwise inaccessible such as domain age of the website. Only 28% of participants failed to identify spoof websites. By contrast, the majority of participants (72%) successfully identified the spoof websites using GuardLens.

When participants used GuardLens, its cues were the most popular security strategy they used in making their legitimacy assessments. The most commonly cited GuardLens cue was the domain age of the website. Indeed, the domain age cue in GuardLens suggested that if the website was less than 2 years old, the site may be more likely to be a phish.

For instance, when visiting the spoof Amazon site, the tool surfaced that the domain age of the website was 9 months. This cue raised suspicion among participants since Amazon has been in the market for over 20 years. Similar observations were made for the spoof NFB site. For instance, P4 gave a low legitimacy rating (2) for the spoof Amazon site, explaining “I am not sure at all (whether the website is legitimate). Because it seems to be a legitimate site, but GuardLens said it’s a website from 10 months ago. So I’ll give 2.”

Among participants who used GuardLens but failed to identify the spoof websites, the most common strategy employed was relying on their familiarity with the website content, layout, and accessibility. Even though they may have noticed suspicion-raising privacy/security cues of the spoof websites on GuardLens, they tended to make their assessments relying on familiarity. For example, in explaining why she gave a spoof site a legitimacy rating of 5, P2 said: “I read the info provided by the tool which indicated that it was secure. I further confirmed by browsing that it is identical to one I browse.”

**Observation 4:** GuardLens significantly helped participants correctly identify spoof websites by providing privacy/security cues in one place.

### 5.2.2 Popular Sites

We hypothesized that PVIs would rate the legitimacy of popular websites to be higher when using GuardLens than when not. Our results confirm this hypothesis. We found significant evidence to suggest that GuardLens affected participants’ legitimacy ratings for popular websites (estimate coefficient = 0.6405, p<0.0005**+**). Unlike spoof websites, popular sites are most visited and are legitimate websites. Using GuardLens, participants gave higher legitimacy ratings for popular sites. Below we highlight their reasoning for the rating and provide a conclusion in observation 5.

**Without GuardLens**, 90% of participants gave legitimacy ratings of 4 and above, 10% of participants gave a neutral rating (of 3). The top three security strategies participants used were URL-related strategies (e.g., reading URL character by character using screen reader, checking for HTTPS encryption), browsing content of websites, and relying on familiarity with websites. For popular websites participants browsed daily, they tended to believe that the website was legitimate. Some of the participants (2 out of 19) did not check security cues but made decisions only based on familiarity. P2 and P3 gave high legitimacy ratings to popular websites. The reasons for their decision were, respectively: “It’s the NY times and it also seems consistent with what I know NYT should be.” and “I visit it a lot (target.com)”. In addition, other participants “manually read URL character by character” or attempted to “check if the website uses https encryption”. Since participants used these popular websites in their daily life, they remembered what the website URL should be. Thus, simple strategies such as comparing URLs could help facilitate participant assessment of site legitimacy.

**With GuardLens**, participants noticed more security cues instead of relying only on their familiarity with websites and checking URLs. 100% of participants gave legitimacy ratings 4 and above and successfully identified popular websites as legitimate. Participants preferred using GuardLens cues as the most popular security strategy to assess website legitimacy. They found three cues most useful: the website’s domain age, Google search ranking, and the presence/absence of HTTPS encryption. For instance, P2 assessed a popular website as legitimate because “GuardLens shows that it is a secure HTTPS website and has been around for 26 years; most phishing sites are not around that long.” Other than website’s domain age and search ranking information, P2 also relied on the website’s HTTPS encryption information, even though it is not a helpful cue to assess phishing websites.

P3 also noticed more cues, explaining their high legitimacy rating: “very easy to navigate, headings were readable and in the right spot.” However, familiarity with websites is still a main factor influencing legitimacy perception. P5 explained “Based on the content of the website and Guardlens information, I feel it is a real site. I don’t know how you can copy an entire domain. But the content seemed familiar. I am familiar with NFB, so it is easy for me to recognize the content.” Interestingly, we found familiarity with websites both helped and hindered participants in correctly identifying legitimate websites.

**Observation 5:** GuardLens significantly helped participants correctly identify the legitimacy of popular sites. Participants leveraged their familiarity with the site, and GuardLens facilitated their assessment by providing cues (e.g. domain age of the site).
5.2.3 Unpopular Sites

We hypothesized that PVIs would rate legitimacy of unpopular (legitimate) websites higher with GuardLens than without. However, our results suggest the opposite. Using the same linear mixed effect model, GuardLens had a significant (negative) impact on participants’ perception of unpopular websites’ legitimacy (estimate coefficient = -0.6207, \( p<0.005^{\ast\ast} \)). This suggests that GuardLens misleadingly increased participants’ concern about the sites’ legitimacy. Unlike popular websites, some unpopular websites focus less on privacy and security design. GuardLens helped participants identify security issues in unpopular websites, such as a lack of HTTPS encryption. Participants gave low legitimacy ratings based on security issues and unfamiliarity with unpopular sites. While these unpopular sites are not spoofed, their lack of security protection (e.g., HTTPS) is still worth noting to users. Thus, GuardLens can still be useful by presenting cues for multiple threats. Although the only security threat our study assessed was phishing, participants may have given lower legitimacy rating to certain unpopular sites based on poor security properties of those sites in general. We present participants’ reasoning in detail below and conclude in observation 6.

Without GuardLens, 36% of participants gave a rating of 4 and above, 32% of participants gave a rating of 3, and 32% 2 and below. Being unfamiliar with these unpopular websites, participants most often used URL-related strategies to determine legitimacy. Since participants are not familiar with the URLs of these unpopular websites, most of them googled the URL. However, some participants did not realize that some of these websites do not use HTTPS. For instance, P14 gave a legitimacy rating of 5 to http://audiobookbay.ws/ and did not check the site for HTTPS. He stated “[I think this website is audiobook service provider.]” In addition, P4, P10, P11, and P18 ignored the lack of HTTPS when they browsed unpopular websites without GuardLens.

With GuardLens, 20% of participants rated legitimacy 4 and above, 45% felt neutral (rating 3), and 35% rated 2 and below for unpopular websites that are not spoofed. GuardLens identified and presented some security issues of these websites, which made participants concerned about these sites’ legitimacy. For example, GuardLens helped participants notice some unpopular websites not using HTTPS. P1 said “[I knew] because the tool told me that it was not secure and warning about encryption.”

Observation 6: GuardLens highlighted security issues (e.g., no HTTPS) in some unpopular websites. These (negative) cues made PVIs significantly more concerned about the website’s legitimacy. While these unpopular websites are not spoofs, these security issues still pose threats to users and deserve their attention.

6 Discussion

We employed a user-centered design process to design, implement, and evaluate GuardLens: a web browser extension that helps PVIs make informed privacy and security decisions about a website by surfacing a basket of privacy/security cues that would otherwise be inaccessible. Our results reveal the strengths and limitations of the current design and points to a rich area for future research and design.

Our results suggest that GuardLens improves the accessibility of privacy/security cues on websites and helps PVIs make informed decisions about website legitimacy, especially for spoofed and legitimate popular sites. Prior literature [2,32,41] has highlighted the accessibility issues of these cues. PVIs often miss these cues as they try to piece together and make sense of information on the website as a whole [24,31]. Our participants expressed appreciation that GuardLens, through its varied information blocks described in Section 3, provides a bird’s eye view of the privacy/security information of a website in one, accessible location.

Prior studies [1,41] explored accessibility challenges faced by PVIs to identify the credibility of websites in general. Our study explores how this population interacts differently with websites to assess their credibility, depending on whether the website is popular, unpopular, or a spoof site. Our study asked participants to browse those three types of websites to mimic their real-world browsing experience.

GuardLens and Spoof Sites. Prior work [49] has identified two major criteria for phishing (spoof) sites: a) visual similarity to the legitimate site and b) at least one login page for users to input credentials. Our study’s spoof sites are visually similar to the original sites for Amazon and the National Federation of the Blind. Using GuardLens, a significant majority of participants identified the spoof sites, relying on tool information such as domain age, search result ranking, and the domain name of the website. However, some participants still failed to identify the spoof sites. While they checked the information provided by the tool, they still relied on familiarity with the website’s content and layout based on past browsing experiences with original sites. Two participants ignored the red flags about shorter domain age and website not appearing in the top five search results from GuardLens because they thought GuardLens had some glitches. We will revisit this challenge in the design implications section.

GuardLens and Popular Sites. GuardLens was also effective at helping users assess the legitimacy of popular sites. For example, by validating that the site is among the top Google search results for its title and by confirming that the site domain was registered when the user might have expected, participants could confidently recognize the website as legitimate. GuardLens provides an overview of these privacy/security cues in one location.

GuardLens and Unpopular Sites. Unlike the spoof and popular sites, we observed mixed results using GuardLens for
unpopular sites. Multiple participants stated that GuardLens reduced the effort to identify privacy/security information on a website, consolidating this information in one place. However, since our participants were unfamiliar with these sites, strategies such as checking domain age using GuardLens were not helpful in making legitimacy judgments, because participants did not have apriori expectations. Moreover, GuardLens elevates security cues not to be directly pertinent to whether or not a website is a phish, but nevertheless reveal poor security properties. It could cause confusion, as participants might conflate general security with legitimacy. For example, the presence or absence of HTTPS is not always relevant for assessing website phish [1]; yet, websites without HTTPS are less secure, leaving viewers more susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks. Nevertheless, some participants relied on the HTTPS cue when making legitimacy assessments.

More generally, GuardLens cues correspond to different privacy/security threats without clear distinction. We will revisit this design challenge in the design implications section.

Security Assessment Strategies. Prior literature [33] touches on the security assessment strategies such as fast tab/scroll used by PVIs to determine a website’s legitimacy and overall privacy/security posture. Our results confirm those accessibility-based strategies. However, unlike prior study [1], which claimed that PVIs may not rely on HTTPS or SSL/TLS dialogues to assess whether a website is legitimate or fraudulent, our participants considered the presence of HTTPS encryption in URL an important characteristic of a legitimate website. In addition, we also observed some novel strategies. Our participants relied on the website footer links, which included privacy policy, copyright information, ‘Contact Us,’ and ‘About Us,’ to determine website’s legitimacy.

They also relied on their experience and familiarity with specific popular sites. They would often compare the content of the site they visited during the study with an impression of the site they had based on familiarity.

6.1 Design Implications

Privacy/security cue explanation. Participants found it challenging to interpret some GuardLens cues (e.g., website’s owner identity is unknown). While GuardLens includes an expandable summary of what a cue means and what a user can do, our participants did not always check or understand those details. Future research should explore alternative ways to present such information: for instance, a chatbot allowing users to directly ask questions about those concepts.

Website accessibility and footer indicators. Screen reader users utilized a website’s accessibility and footer information to assess a website’s legitimacy. Browsers and security tools similar to GuardLens should consider adding a score to summarize websites’ accessibility. An accessibility score could use factors like heading structure, inclusion of image description (alt-txt), and compatibility with various screen-readers such as JAWS, NVDA, or VoiceOver. Similarly, a footer score could highlight the presence of information such as privacy policy, copyright, and contact information.

Structuring privacy/security cues. GuardLens provides mixed signals for unpopular sites. For instance, for an unpopular audiobooks site, GuardLens warned that the site lacks HTTPS encryption and has a younger domain age, suggesting it may not be safe. However, GuardLens also mentioned that the site appeared in the top five search results and had few external links, suggesting the site is safe. Different GuardLens cues tend to correspond to different threats and might sometimes confuse users. Future designs can more explicitly distinguish the underlying threats (e.g., man-in-the-middle attacks, phishing) and structure the cues accordingly.

Providing a blanket privacy/security statement? Some participants desired a simple blanket statement about whether they should visit a site or not. We believe that tools could provide a strong warning for sites that are clearly problematic (e.g., spoof sites). However, as for the long tail of unpopular sites that often have mixed privacy/security cues, providing such a blanket statement is risky because it does not convey the nuance of privacy/security. In those cases, providing detailed but structured (based on underlying threats) cues might be more appropriate.

Engendering user trust with privacy/security tools. Sometimes participants suspected GuardLens has glitches because the cues conflict with expectations. For instance, when GuardLens suggested that the domain age of a spoofed Amazon site was 11 months, P13 nevertheless fell for the spoof because they thought that GuardLens was wrong, mistakenly noting the age of the site’s current SSL certificate. Exploring ways to increase users’ trust in assessment tools like GuardLens is another design challenge for future work. One strategy could be to more explicitly state where and how the tool creates a security cue (e.g., domain age). Another strategy is the web browser directly incorporating such features rather than having them in a third-party tool.

6.2 Limitations

6.2.1 Limitations of the Current GuardLens Design

Sound Alerts. Participants suggested that GuardLens should have a sound alert when it pops up on the screen with a warning about website. It would nudge users to check the security cues of a website.

Reading Website Domain Names Character by Character. In the current version of GuardLens, the domain name information block states the website domain name as words (e.g., Amazon). Participants must manually read the name by character using a screen-reader (e.g., A-m-a-z-o-n) to verify the spelling of the domain name. Participants suggested that if GuardLens could read out the domain name of the website character by character, it would help PVIs to more easily no-
tice whether they are visiting a phishing website that uses a domain name similar to a legitimate website. Future design could incorporate an option to automatically pronounce the website domain name character by character.

**Activating GuardLens.** Several participants preferred GuardLens to pop up only when visiting a new site because they are already certain about sites they frequently visit. In the current version, GuardLens does not filter whether the user has previously visited a site. Future design could explore an option where users can define different policies for enacting GuardLens. For instance, GuardLens could ignore a whitelist of sites that a user visited more than twice in the past month.

**Catering to Different Levels of Technical Expertise.** Participants exhibited multiple levels of technical expertise in the study. While GuardLens provides privacy/security cues for a website, it does not adjust itself for an individual user’s technical expertise. Future iterations of GuardLens could be improved to better cater to individual differences in technical expertise, which could be voluntarily provided by a user at the first time of usage by answering a short set of questions.

### 6.2.2 Limitations of Our User Study

**Sample Size.** 25 participants finished our study. While it would be desirable to have more participants with different backgrounds, our sample size is on par with the other privacy/security user studies focusing on PVIs [12, 32].

**Study Design.** Though atypical, we first conducted the formative field study, followed by the summative lab study. In the formative field study, participants used GuardLens as part of their regular browsing experience. The field study strengthened the system’s ecological validity and improved its design. The main study yielded many insights, but we could not test GuardLens in real-world context. Participants in the lab-based interview study were aware of being observed and could have been primed to look for privacy/security cues both with and without GuardLens. Nevertheless, the comparison results remain valid. Future work could conduct another summative field study to observe participants’ use of GuardLens in situ. We could only test a few websites and website genres to we explored what privacy/security cues PVIs find helpful in assessing the legitimacy of websites. Future design could incorporate an option to automatically pronounce the website domain name character by character. We then evaluated if and how GuardLens helps PVIs assess the legitimacy of three types of websites, i.e. spoof, popular, and unpopular. We found that while PVIs had difficulty interpreting GuardLens cues for legitimate, unpopular websites with otherwise poor security properties, it effectively increased the accessibility of privacy/security cues, and was helpful for PVIs in assessing the legitimacy of spoof and popular sites.
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We designed a tool, GuardLens, to improve the accessibility of privacy/security cues of websites and help PVIs make more informed decisions while browsing websites online.

First, GuardLens provides easy access to privacy/security cues about a website (RQ1). This information is often inaccessible to PVIs but accessible to others almost instantly through a quick visual scan of a page (e.g., HTTPS lock icon, website search result ranking). The information otherwise readily provided by GuardLens is traditionally cumbersome to obtain or even inaccessible for PVIs, such as security certificate information [32, 33]. Motivated by prior work [10] and RQ1, one of our design goals was to give users the ability to quickly obtain privacy/security information.

Second, GuardLens hopes to help users with visual impairments protect against insecure websites (RQ2). Sighted users can rely on readily obtained privacy/security cues by simply glancing at a rendered page, enabling them to quickly take action to act on their privacy and security. For example, a quick glance may provide cues on whether a web page shows inappropriate images, what topic/genre the website or page is about (e.g., finance, news, shopping) and whether the page is out of context or is a click bait. In addition, with little additional effort, sighted users can also verify if links work or point to other website domains (e.g., via mouse-over), which can be helpful cues to detect phishing websites.

However, this is often not the case for PVIs. They use screen readers to navigate website content and often skip over large portions of text to prevent cognitive overload of information. However, doing so increases their likelihood of missing vital privacy/security related information [1]. Thus, obtaining privacy/security information about a website requires disproportionate effort on the part of PVIs. To this end and conforming with RQ2, our second design goal was to provide equitable access to privacy/security-related information, equipping users with useful information that could help protect them against privacy/security risks such as phishing websites. For instance, an attacker creates phishing (visually similar spoof) websites with a goal to trick users into entering personal information (e.g., account credentials, financial information). We assume that the attacker cannot alter information from trusted sources such as security certificates, domain registrations and Google search results.

Note that we conducted the formative study after developing GuardLens’ initial version. We updated GuardLens tool design iteratively based on participant feedback from the formative study and the pilots.

## B Formative Study

First, we conducted a formative study with five PVIs. Our formative study was motivated by prior work [10, 25, 41, 46] highlighting PVIs’ needs for more accessible privacy/security.
cues. The goal of this exploratory study was to understand the usage of GuardLens, as a technology probe, through 2-week field deployment. Each participant who completed the study for the full two weeks received a $70 gift card. We hypothesized that presenting a website’s privacy/security cues in a non-visual format would help PVIs better assess the website. In particular, we explored two research questions: (1) what are the pros and cons in making website privacy/security-related information more salient to PVIs? (2) under what circumstances are privacy/security cues useful for PVIs?

To initiate the field study, we conducted a session with each participant to help them install the GuardLens browser extension. Due to the COVID-19-related social distancing guidelines, we conducted the study remotely via Zoom. After the initial session, participants used the system for two weeks as part of their regular browsing experience. Participants were asked to visit a minimum number of unique websites based on the screening survey. For example, if they claimed to visit 10-15 websites in the week prior to answering the screening survey, they were asked to visit at least 10 unique websites per week and half of the sites using GuardLens. After the 2-week period, we conducted 45 minute semi-structured exit interviews with participants. These interviews focused on the pros and cons of increased accessibility of privacy/security cues and whether the information provided by GuardLens was helpful. During the interview, we encouraged participants to share their experiences with GuardLens.

Participants found it difficult to access the security certificate of a website by clicking the padlock icon on the address bar. Therefore, GuardLens providing the security certificate information was useful. In addition, participants found three types of information from GuardLens most helpful: HTTPS encryption, owner identity, and external links pointing out of the website. Participants assumed that if more links point out of the website, it may not be secure.

**Feedback to improve GuardLens.** Pilot participants reported that it was difficult to interpret the warning about ‘owner identity unknown’ because it only provided descriptive information but no actionable suggestions. We also observed that without GuardLens, participants applied strategies such as reading a website’s URL character by character using their screen reader, and Googling unfamiliar websites to determine whether they are legitimate by checking their position in the Google search results.

Based on the findings from these pilots, we made several changes to GuardLens. We added two new information features to the system, namely, *domain age of website*, and *Google search results of a website*. The details about these cues were discussed in Section 3.2. We also added actionable suggestions for some of the cues, e.g., checking the website URL character by character as an actionable suggestion for the ‘owner identity unknown’ cue.

### C Pilot of Main Study

We pilot tested the main study with three PVIs, who self-identified as male, blind screen reader users. One of them did the earlier formative study. We followed the main study protocol and each pilot took about 1 hour. Each participant received a $30 gift card for completing the study.

**Bird’s eye view.** Participants commended GuardLens’ overview of privacy/security information of a website at one location. They said it saved them time compared to manually checking that information themselves. For instance, a participant said, ‘When I am navigating without GuardLens, I don’t have tool that tell me info about related links on the website and links to external websites. It gives me a quick bird-eye view of the website.’ Pilot participants found the following information from GuardLens most useful: website encryption (HTTPS), owner identity, and external links pointing out of the website. Participants assumed that if more links point out of the website, it may not be secure.
Figure 1: GuardLens UIs: (a) Screen A includes privacy disclosure and purpose of the study, (b) Screen B includes the main screen with privacy/security information blocks for a site being visited by a user and clicking into the arrow key of an information block will show tooltips and actionable suggestions, and (c) Screen C includes settings for the user to choose which information blocks to appear on GuardLens main screen as well as a confirmation page for saved settings. All the screens are marked up with the adapted information hierarchy and touch targets for screen reader accessibility.

Figure 2: Workflow of GuardLens: upon user consent, GuardLens is triggered to send requests and build a channel between app engines ( helpers) and external Backend API endpoints. App engines create queries, talk to data sources/endpoints, and present the structured information in the GuardLens UI for end users.
Figure 3: Participant ratings for ease of accessing privacy/security cues across three types of websites, spoof, popular, and unpopular websites, with and without GuardLens.

Table 1: The table shows most accessible privacy/security cues (in decreasing order) used by participants for three website types, i.e., spoof, popular, and unpopular, while browsing websites without and with GuardLens tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spoof</th>
<th>Popular</th>
<th>Unpopular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>With/out Tool</strong></td>
<td><strong>Without Tool</strong></td>
<td><strong>With Tool</strong></td>
<td><strong>Without Tool</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read URL char by char</td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Website footer Links</td>
<td>Website footer Links</td>
<td>Website Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
<td></td>
<td>Search Result Ranking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Participant ratings for website legitimacy across three types of websites (Spoof, Popular, and Unpopular) with and without the GuardLens tool.

Table 2: The table shows the most popular privacy/security strategies (in decreasing order) used by participants to assess the website legitimacy for three website types, i.e., spoof, popular, and unpopular, with or without GuardLens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Tool</th>
<th>Spoof</th>
<th>Popular</th>
<th>Unpopular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Familiarity with site</td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
<td>Google search by website title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read URL character by character</td>
<td>Browsing content</td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HTTPS encryption in URL</td>
<td>Familiarity with site</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Tool</td>
<td>Domain Age</td>
<td>Domain Age</td>
<td>HTTPS encryption (from tool)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Google search result ranking (from tool)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HTTPS encryption (from tool)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Participant demographics (main study)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Order of Condition</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Self-Described Visual Ability</th>
<th>Assistive Technology Use</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS on laptop, VoiceOver on iPhone with Safari</td>
<td>Associate Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Loss of Hearing</td>
<td>JAWS, VoiceOver, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>I can see lights, shadows, and objects very close to my face</td>
<td>JAWS, VoiceOver, ZoomText, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, Narrator, VoiceOver</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>NVDA</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>NVDA, VoiceOver, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Trade/technical/vocational training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver, Seeing AI, AIRA, Envision AI, ABBYY Fine Reader</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>I have retinal detachment</td>
<td>NVDA</td>
<td>No diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, Narrator, VoiceOver, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>I’m diagnosed with RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA (RP) with Macular Degeneration and 100% blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, ORCA</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Totally blind except for light perception</td>
<td>JAWS, VoiceOver</td>
<td>High school graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Retinopathy of prematurity, rOP, no light perception.</td>
<td>JAWS, VoiceOver, ABBYY</td>
<td>Professional degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Without tool First</td>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, Refreshable Braille Display</td>
<td>Professional degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>GuardLens First</td>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>JAWS, NVDA, Narrator, VoiceOver</td>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Websites from seven categories: finance, e-commerce, accessibility, news/media, education, healthcare, and productivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Genre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://nfb.org/">https://nfb.org/</a></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>Accessibility-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://aira.io">https://aira.io</a></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>Accessibility-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://nytimes.com">https://nytimes.com</a></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>News/Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.webmd.com">https://www.webmd.com</a></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.target.com/">https://www.target.com/</a></td>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.zapsend.com/">https://www.zapsend.com/</a></td>
<td>Unpopular</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://yourcodercamp.com">http://yourcodercamp.com</a></td>
<td>Unpopular</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://zolucky.com/">http://zolucky.com/</a></td>
<td>Unpopular</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.openoffice.org/">http://www.openoffice.org/</a></td>
<td>Unpopular</td>
<td>Productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://audiobookbay.ws/">http://audiobookbay.ws/</a></td>
<td>Unpopular</td>
<td>Audiobooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.amaZUUNN.com">https://www.amaZUUNN.com</a></td>
<td>Spoofed Amazon</td>
<td>E-commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.eneffbee.org">https://www.eneffbee.org</a></td>
<td>Spoofed NFB</td>
<td>Accessibility-related</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: The main study design included the study task and the exit interview. In the study task, we emailed participants links to the websites along with a scenario. They visited various sites with and without GuardLens, unaware of site conditions, in a counterbalanced order.